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Abstract—Heterogeneous device services generated by various
devices in different contexts prevent users from efficiently and
correctly consuming device services. This seriously hinders the
development of Internet of Things. This paper addresses the pro-
blems appearing in device discovery and device interaction. It
devises a user interoperability framework (UIF) to enable device
users to interoperate with heterogeneous devices of different con-
textswith consistent syntax and semantics. In this framework, a new
separation strategy is provided; a device representation method for
real, common, and virtual devices is devised; and a device trans-
formability model is proposed to guarantee the proper transforma-
tion of device syntax and semantics. To demonstrate the correctness
of UIF, a UIF prototype is implemented and several experiment
methods are compared to determinewhich one should be adopted as
semantic relatedness computing tools in device discovery for device
users and in common device publishing for device providers.

Index Terms—Collaborative sign, cosign, device, device
interoperability, Internet of Things (IoT), transformation, user
interoperability.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE BASIC idea of Internet of Things (IoT) [1], [12] is the
connectivity of things through Internet protocols, where

things are devices such as radio frequency identification (RFID)
tags, sensors, actuators, and mobile phones [24], [39]. IoTcan be
widely applied in many fields [1] such as logistics [21], health-
care [5], and energy [15] in thewide scopes of home, community,
city, and country [12]. The extended idea of IoT is, how to
discover IoT devices and use the services that the devices provide
for various industrial and commercial purposes [1], [10], [40]. To
realize these ideas, some key IoT technologies, such as universal
IoT device identification, IoT device’s semantic information
integration, interpretation, and exchange, must be developed
[22], [41]. Nevertheless, in developing these technologies, the
following challenges are presented.

1) Large Scale of Co-Operation: The activities of distributed
IoT devices on Internet require cooperation and coordina-
tion of thousands or millions of distributed devices.

2) Global Heterogeneity [47]: IoT devices and their subnets
are highly heterogeneous.

3) Unknown IoT Device Configuration: IoT devices from
unknown owners have different configuration methods.

4) Semantic Conflicts: Different processing logics applied to
same IoT networked devices or applications.

One of the reflections of these challenges is the interoperability
problem [26], [35], [42] among different IoT devices (simply
called device later in this paper) and between a device and a
device user. To illustrate and understand the challenging prob-
lem, a motivational example is described as follows.

Suppose that there are two devices A and B, and a device
user U (see Fig. 1). Both A and B provide a service of using real-
time telescope to view scenery spots through IoT. A’s service
locations include West Lake of Hangzhou, China, while B’s
service locations include the Niagara Falls. However, the service
designs of A and B are different in both syntax and semantics.
User U does not know A and B, but he/she wants to use the real-
time telescope services in the scenery spots ofWest Lake and the
Niagara Falls in order to determine which of the two places will
be his/her next holiday venue. Since there are no integrated device
service catalog, U can compare and select telescope services of
A and B only if he/she can find the device service websites of
A and B and can understand their service descriptions.

In Fig. 1, in order to explicitly exemplify interoperability
problemamongA,B, andU,we assume thatA andBuseChinese
and English to describe device services, respectively. The
user U speaks Chinese. It is obvious that User U, on one hand,
is difficult to find telescope device, and on the other hand, he/she
cannot understand the telescope service provided by B. Similarly,
A and B cannot mutually understand each other.

In this paper, we call the interoperability problem [26], [35],
[42] that happens between a device user (e.g., U) and a device
(e.g., device A or B) as a user interoperability problem and call
the interoperability problem that happens between two devices
(e.g., devices A and B) as a device interoperability problem.

In existing researches, some attempt to solve the device
interoperability problem [27], [33] and/or user interoperability
problem [13]. For example, researches in [10], [23], [27], and [33]
propose to build universal middleware for device interoperability
in heterogeneous home and enterprise networks. The work in [13]
and [28] suggests integrating devices using Web services. Never-
theless, it is still not clear how device users can semantically
interoperate with devices without meaning discrepancy.

This paper focuses on resolving the user interoperability
problem (note: device interoperability problem will not be dis-
cussed in this paper). It has identified that the user interoperability
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problem can be solved if both of the following can be solved: 1) a
device discovery problem (the capability of a device user tofind a
device he/she needs); and 2) a device interaction problem (the
capability of a device user to interact with a device he/she has
found for device service).

The issue of device discovery relates to the issues of device
accessibility and description such that a device must be uniquely
accessible and described. Device accessibility is often resolved
by promoting IPv6 [6] for connecting to devices and adopts an
electronic product code (EPC) scheme [7], [8] to uniquely
identify a device. However, problems remain unsolved in device
descriptions.

Problem 1 (Device categorization): How existing device
services can be cataloged for device users to find.

Problem 2 (Device sense disambiguation): How a new device
can be added into an existing device catalog without semantic
ambiguity.

Device interaction issue relates to device heterogeneity such
that heterogeneous devices (such as A and B) must be trans-
formable to device user’s acceptable forms in both syntax and
semantics. This further triggers the following problems.

Problem 3 (Syntactic device interoperability): The device
instruction format from a user to a device is executable by the
device and the message format from the device responding to the
user is executable by the user’s computer.

Problem 4 (Semantic device interoperability): The meaning
of a user’s instruction sent from the user to a device is interpret-
able by the device exactly as the user originally means, and the
meaning responding from a device to a user is interpretable by the
user exactly as the device originally means.

Problems 3 and 4 are challenging since device users and
devices are situated in different contexts, as shown in Fig. 1.
Existing solutions to syntactic interoperability often rely on open
standards; e.g., standards of Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) and Web services for device descriptions [28]. Differ-
ently, semantic interoperability of devices is often solved by
providing a set of ontologies [22] as common meaning encoding
for devices. Unfortunately, not all device providers will adopt
same set of ontologies because of their different contexts. This
makes device interaction difficult.

This paper aims at proposing a novel user interoperability
framework(UIF)enablingdevicediscoveryanddeviceinteraction,
suchthatanydevicesituated indifferent contextscanbediscovered
and interacted by a device user in his/her own context. The central
idea of our solution is the strategy of separation and mapping:
devices are separated in three device modes of real devices,
common devices, and virtual devices, which are respectively
provided by real device providers, common device providers, and
device users. Real and virtual devices are syntactically and seman-
tically connected for device discovery and interaction through
mappingontoa set ofcommondevices.Sucha strategy is sufficient
to solve the user interoperability problem, i.e., Problems 1–4.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related work. Section III presents an overview of
UIF. Section IV describes a methodology about how various
modes of devices are generically represented. Section V pro-
poses a device transformability model. Section VI implements
UIF in a UIF prototype. In Section VII, an experiment is
conducted on evaluating the accuracy of publishing common
devices. Finally, a conclusion is made to summarize the paper
with a list of contributions of this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In IoT researchfield, device discovery [39] is often a process of
user participation to find the right devices present on Internet
directly or indirectly by searching or browsing a device catalog.
Existing approaches to device discovery generally adopt unique
identifiers of devices and their descriptions to discover devices
[39].Differently,device interaction[33] isanextprocessofdevice
discovery, in which the user or another device interacts with the
device for his/her/its desired services. This section reviews tech-
nologies of device discovery and device interaction in IoT area.

A. Identifiability and Categorization for Device Discovery

Identifiability means that all device objects connected in IoT
must be identified for the remote access. It is key to device
discovery for a device.

1)EPCCodesasUniqueIdentifiers: In IoT area, EPC codes are
an identification standard developed byGS1AISBL in a uniform
resource identifier (URI) form [7], [8], [10]. They are used to
identify device objects and capture their static data that map onto
relevant products. The advantage of EPC code is its unique
identification of a static device object referring to a product. The
drawback is that different EPC schemes may encode a same
product in heterogeneous EPC codes. This might cause the
problem of term sense ambiguities [32] and requires a process
of term sense disambiguation [30], [31], [34], [38].

2) IP Addresses as Unique Identifiers: In practice, IP for smart
objects (IPSO) (www.ipso-alliance.org) promotes IPv6 as the
premier solution for accessing to and communicating with smart
objects (i.e., devices) including sensors, actuators, and
communication devices [6]. However, when a device is in
moving, IP address is incapable of providing a unique
identification of an object. Even roaming is allowed [6], the
device roaming function is based on unique device identity and
not IP address. This implies that a device must apply a unique ID
instead of IP addresses to combat with device roaming.

Fig. 1. Motivational example.
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3) URIs as Unique Identifiers:Guinard and Trifa [13] propose
to consider sensor nodes as RESTful resources [36], [37], thus
each Internet-based device can be uniquely identified and
accessed through URI. Since RESTful is a popular web service
application programming interface (API), a device can have a
built-in Web server to provide device web service, where URI is
used to identify any device. However, devices without web server
cannot be identified for the remote access. This implies that a
widely acceptable solution of device discovery cannot built on
individual device URI scheme, but on a Web server always
connectable to both Internet and devices.

4) UNSPSC and ecl@ss as Device Catalogs: Assuming any
device is uniquely identified and accessible, device users are still
impossible to know all device IDs or remember many device IDs
for accessing to their needed devices. They usually find devices
by using keywords or descriptions in search engines or browsing
on device catalogs to discover devices. There are two existing
standards on commodity description and classification, which
are UNSPSC (www.unspsc.org) and ecl@ss (www.eclass.de).
These two standards can be introduced to IoT for device
categorization purpose.

B. Syntactic Interoperability for Device Interaction

In IoT research, syntatic interoperability between devices and
device users resolves syntactic heterogeneity to ensure the
syntactic consistency of device message formats and message
flows. It enables device information to be correctly received,
sent, and consumed without communication and use problems.
Existing approaches to improving syntactic interoperability are
multiple. For example, some popular approaches adopt methods
of mash-up devices with service-oriented computing (SOC)-
based achitecture [13],Web services [14], RESTful web services
[29], open standard protocols [4], and closed protocols [3]. They
are all designed for the remote access to devices for information
exchange. Untill now, a large number of open and proprietary
wireless standards and technologies have appeared for syntactic
interoperability, such as the open standards of IEEE 802.15.4 [4],
ZigBee [3], WirelessHART [40] as well as proprietary technol-
ogies such as Z-Wave [33]. However, these standards are
heterogeneous and incompatible with each other. This situation
hinders the IoT development.

To solve this problem, middleware technologies are applied in
IoT research [10], [23], [27], [33]. For example, home automation
network [27], [33] proposes a software universal middleware
bridge for interoperability tomapdynamically thephysicaldevices
in all different middleware domains. Based on the maps of the
commands and parameters of the open middlewares on home
automationnetwork,onedeviceofamiddlewarecanbediscovered
and controlledbya systemonanothermiddleware. This solution is
applaudable for syntactic interoperability. Nevertheless, in reality,
not all devices in different contexts know proposed middleware
specifications. Thus interoperability remains a problem.

To solve cross-context syntactic interoperability problem,
Collaborative Concept Exchange (CONEX) project devises a
tree-alike XML syntax called XML Product Map (XPM) [19].
The advantage ofXPMsyntax is that anymessage or document is
represented as a tree such that the DTD of XPM, shown in Fig. 2,

only contains one XML element “sign” with a fixed number of
attributes.

The DTD, shown in Fig. 2, guarantees that XPM files are
universally executable in XML syntax when a mini-XPM parser
is automatically downloadable to any programs. This syntax
makes syntactic interoperability possible among various hetero-
geneous systems. It avoids the conflicts of ad hoc and heteroge-
neous XML tag definitions and nesting.

C. Semantic Interoperability for Device Interaction

Semantic interoperability in IoT research considers a higher-
level problem in device message meanings sent and received
between devices and/or human users. It requires semantic con-
sistency, i.e., correct meaning interpretation, of device messages
among devices, software programs, and human. For example, in
Fig. 1, the provider of device A uses “open(打開)/close(關閉)”
meaning “turn on and turn off”while the provder of device B uses
“ON/OFF.” Obviously, these two devices cannot be semantically
interoperable for users if one can only understand English or
Chinese. This example shows the problem of cross-context
semantic interoperability.

Ontology is often used to solve semantic interoperability
problem in IoT research [22], [41]. “An ontology is an explicit
specification of a conceptualization” [11]. It is a set of objects and
relationships among the objects. Applying the concept of ontol-
ogy, the research in [22] describes devices in three ontologies of a
device ontology, a physics domain ontology, and an estimation
ontology. These three ontologies are applied to composite ser-
vices for device discovery for device interaction. Wang et al.
provided a comprehensive ontology for IoT knowledge repre-
sentation [41]. Ontology-based device service composition is
useful for semantic interoperability when device interoperation is
confined in the scope of defined domains. Nevertheless, when
various devices are provided in different contexts or domains (as
shown inFig. 1), it is difficult to disambiguate the senses of a same
or similar device services. This is because ontologies developed
in different contexts cannot guarantee the semantic consistency
between heterogeneous device descriptions. Obviously, this is a
natural limitation of ontology-based design for resolving seman-
tic interoperability problem because different device providers
and users have their own contexts of device designs and uses.

To overcome the limitation of ontology and enable cross-
context semantic interoperability for any objects, the collabora-
tive conceptualization theory [18] was developed to define any
objects as collaborative concepts. These concepts represent
things (including devices) and/or nonthings, as signs of semiot-
ics. It assumes that any sign is contextual and inherently seman-
tically heterogeneouswhen signs were born in different contexts.
Thus, when any people or system agents from different contexts
intend to unambiguously talk with each other, they must first
collaborate to build semantically consistent signs. Signs of

Fig. 2. XPM DTD.
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vocabularies designed based on such a theory are semantically
consistent and can be applied in different cross-context applica-
tion designs (e.g., [20]).

A collaborative sign (cosign) [16] is generically represented
as follows:

where is a cosign internal identifier IID (also called structure),
is a natural language term denoting , is the context of ,

and is the definition interpreted by someone (called inter-
pretant). The process of making a cosign to a cosign dictionary is
as follows.

1) Given a cosign collaborative editing system (e.g., [16],
[17]) where sign collaborators are joined.

2) Collaborator proposes a cosign, e.g., telescope, together
with its definition , e.g., “a telescope is a long instrument
shaped like a tube. It has lenses inside it that make distant
things seem larger and nearer when you look through it.”
Other collaborators other than discuss, revise, and
finally make an agreement on the definition of the cosign
“telescope.”

3) A unique cosign internal identifier , e.g., 1111, is
assigned to the cosign “telescope” and its definition.

4) When a user uses cosigns, a term is looked up in the cosign
dictionary. If it exists, it will be used directly otherwise
steps 2) and 3) are launched.

In the rest of this paper, cosigns will be adopted as the atomic
building bricks for device syntax and semantics.

III. OVERVIEW OF UIF

To enable user interoperability with devices across heteroge-
neous contexts, this section proposes a novel UIF, shown in
Fig. 3. UIF takes a separation strategy such that devices have
three presentation modes of real device, common device, and
virtual device. Each device mode is separated in an autonomous
scope but transformable into another device mode of another
scope.

By such a separation strategy, we guarantee that there is no
need for device providers to remake devices in order to deliver
their device services to contextually different device users. For
example, providers of devices A and B, shown in Fig. 1, can
continue to use their original device services for device service
provision without modification.

A. Device Scopes

Devices are defined by different purposes in their own scopes.
A real device scope is a class of contexts consisting of a set of real
device providers (called “device provider”) (e.g., providers of
device A and B in Fig. 1). Each device provider has its own
context and has a set of real devices that provides device services.
In general, service specifications (i.e., syntax) and service con-
tent descriptions (i.e., semantics) are context-dependent on
different device providers. A common device scope is a common
context, consisting of a set of collaborative cosign providers
(called “cosign provider”), a set of cosigns as a commonly
understandable dictionary, a set of common devices, a common

device catalog (CDC), and a mapping editor. A virtual device
scope is a class of contexts consisting of a set of device users
(e.g., user U in Fig. 1). Each device user has a stored Web page
(containing a tool of device finder) and a set of virtual devices
found by device finder.

Separating device modes in different scopes is helpful for both
device providers and device users. Device providers can retain
the legacy designs of real devices and device services without
requiring redesigning existing real devices and service methods
for device service provision. Device users, on the other hand,
does not need to know device providers before using device
services and can keep their own preferences on using device
services.

B. UIF Role Responsibilities and Expected Outcomes

In UIF framework, device providers, cosign providers, and
device users have different responsibilities. A device provider is
responsible for creating any commondevice basedon its local real
device and publishes it to CDC. Its responsibility and expected
outcomes could be described in the procedure of Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, a device provider uses amapping editor to map a real
device onto a common device by using cosigns either in the form
of XPM syntax (see Section II) (which is supposed to be used by
other device providers) or in the form HTML syntax (which is
supposed to be used by device users). It stores the mapping file
between real device and common device in its own mapping
database for later use and publishes the common device to CDC.
It must also check whether there exists a same device already
published in CDC through a sense disambiguation mechanism
(SDM) procedure [20]. A device provider can also act as a user of
common device (in XPM format). It can receive an XPM
common device and retrieve part or all device information to
redesign its local real device as a new common device and submit
to CDC for providing real device services.

Cosign providers are responsible for creating cosigns (i.e., a
dictionary of collaborative terms) and maintaining a CDC by
collaboration on a collaborative editing system. The CDC is

Fig. 3. User interoperability framework.
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created and encoded based on the existing electronic product
standard UNSPSC (unspsc.org) by adding the mappings
between UNSPSC classifiers and cosign IIDs. The particular
design method of cosign dictionary and CDC is out of the
research scope of this paper (see the researches of [17] and [18]).

A device user is responsible for locating a common device (in
HTML format) through the tool of device finder, which will
convert a common device into a user-understandable virtual
device for device user to use real device services.

C. Chain of Device Transformation

In essence, the general idea of UIF framework to solve user
interoperability problem is to transform a real device into a
common device and further into a virtual device, and vice versa,
along a chain of device transformation, such that:

1) virtual device common device real device
2) real device common device virtual device

where “ ” denotes a transformation in both syntax and seman-
tics such that real device, common device, and virtual device are
understandable in the scopes of real devices, common devices,
and virtual devices, respectively.

Apparently, the transformation sequence guarantees that 1) the
instructions of device user to use a device can arrive at real device
without ambiguity; and 2) real device service can be sent to
device user from device provider without ambiguity.

Overall speaking, the provision of CDC solves Problem 1 of
device categorization, the provision of a SDM solves Problem 2
of device sense disambiguation, and the provision of the chain of
device transformation solves Problems 3 and 4 of syntactic and
semantic device interoperability problems.

In Section IV, we describe how three modes of devices are
actually represented in different device scopes.

IV. DEVICE REPRESENTATION METHODOLOGY

To enable a mode of a device to be successfully transformed
into another mode of the same device, we first model any device
in a generic representation. Since any device can be abstracted as
an object with a set of controls, each control consists of a set of
commands sent from a device user and a response to the
commands sent back from the device. This abstraction depicts
a device as a user interaction between a user and a device,
consisting of a set of controls with a set of commands sent from a
device user to a device and a set of command responses from the
device. Formally, we generalize a device as a composite sign [16]
as follows.

Definition 1 (Generic Device Representation): A device is a
composite interactive sign , such that

where , in which represents any sign for
a device carrying device user’s control commands sending to a
device and represents any control command’s response of a
device sent back to the user. “ ”means one ormore signs. In this
definition, the first level sign denotes a device, the second level
sign refers to a device control, and the third level sign denotes
either a device control command or a device control command
response. Generically, a sign representation is a tuple as follows:

where ID is the unique identifier to denote unique device ID,
control ID, or command ID; N is the name of device, control, or
command; is the definition of a name ; is a device
provider; is a device user; is a natural language used to
describe the name and the definition ; is the sign type of
signs; and is the data type constraining values .

Based on Definition 1, any real device, common device, and
virtual devices can be further represented.

A. Real Device Representation

Definition 2 (Real Device Representation “ ”):

For example, the device interaction of the telescope with
the device user in Fig. 1 can be represented in Fig. 5 to model
the real device of telescope .

B. Common Device Representation

A common device is used to integrate various heterogeneous
real devices supplied by contextually different device providers.
It is understandable by device user and other programs when
being properly interpreted. Technically, it aims at providing a
universally understandable device representation syntax and
semantics (i.e., meaning) to device providers, device users, and
other programs. Strategically, any common device representation
is designed and provided by device providers following HTML/
XPM syntax and cosign dictionaries, discussed in Section II.

Definition 3 (Common Device Representation “ ”):

where is a set of common devices cosigns and , ,
cosigns. Definition 3 can be implemented in two

forms of XPM common device representation for device-to-
device interaction and HTML common device representation for
user-to-device interaction.

XPM common device representation is based on XPM syntax.
Applying XPM syntax, a common device is represented as an
XPM common device command file template (XPMCDC) and

Fig. 4. Real device provider’s responsibility.
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an XPM common device response file template (XPMCDR),
following Definition 3.

Definition 4 (XPMCDC): XPMCDC is an XPM common
device representation for a device with a set of controls and a
set of control commands, as shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6, “ ” , “ ” ,
“ ” , “ ”

, “ ” , “ ”

, and the value of a .

Definition 5 (XPMCDR): XPMCDR is an XPM common
device representation for a device with a set of controls and a
set of control command responses, as shown in Fig. 7.

In Fig. 7, each response corresponds to a command of a
control.

In Fig. 6, a device user triggers a “switch” control with
command “ON” for “ON” to be set as “true.” In Fig. 7, the device
responds the user with a code value “9000.”

HTML common device representation is based on HTML
syntax. It is suitable for device users of virtual devices to derive
virtual devices with the following use pattern.

1) Search a device catalog and find his/her needed device.
2) Download the device automatically as an HTML page.

3) Fill in the use instructions (i.e., control commands) as an
HTTP request on the device page.

4) Device server sends back the device service (i.e., control
command responses) as an HTTP response.

In this paper, we propose anHTML representation of common
device, shown in Fig. 8. In this proposal, an HTML group
box (i.e., <fieldset>) represents a common device
(e.g., telescope), a form (i.e., <form>) represents a control

(e.g., switch), HTML controls such as <input>
(e.g., “on” and “update”) represent commands

, and <label> represents a context ctx of or
(e.g., Corporation B).

The graphic display of Fig. 8 is a common devicewith a switch
control. This control consists of a checkbox command with the
meaning of “ON” to open telescope and a command with the
meaning of “update” to submit a request.

The novelty of both XPM and HTML representations on
common devices is not the use of XPM or HTML syntax, but a
natural language-neutral method of using IID of cosigns to replace
all natural language-dependent content in a common device
file such as device name, control name, command name, or a
deviceprovider’s name.By thismethod, any commondevicefile is
not only syntactically interoperable but also semantically interop-
erable. The receivers of a common device file only need to display
the IID of cosigns in their locally used natural languages,
the common device file is then semantically interoperable with
device users.

C. Virtual Device Representation

A virtual device is a personal device used to consume real
device services as if device users are using real devices. It
requires that the service contents from the real devices are
understandable by device users. At least device users know how
to control a remote real device on a virtual device.

Definition 6 (Virtual Device Representation “ ”):

Fig. 6. XPM common device command representation.

Fig. 7. XPM common device response representation.

Fig. 8. HTML representation of a common device (with a swith control).

Fig. 9. HTML representation of a virtual telescope.

Fig. 5. Real device example for telescope from Fig. 1.
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A virtual device representation is always in HTML format
transformed by device user based on HTML common device
representation. It replaces the cosign IIDs of a common
device representation with readable terms for the names of
device, controls, commands, etc. Fig. 9 shows an example of
the virtual device for telescope transformed from Fig. 8.

In Fig. 9, the cosign iids are transformed as English terms such
as “ ,” “ ,”
“ ,” “ ,” and “

.” A virtual device in this sense is a
personalized representation of a common device in a user’s
context.

V. DEVICE TRANSFORMABILITY MODEL

The service of a real device is available and usable to a device
user only when the service can be delivered to the virtual device
in device user’s manner. This section describes a device trans-
formability model based on the concept of chain of device
transformation provided in Section III-C.

Definition 7 (Real-Common Device Mapping): Given a real
device of Definition 2 and a common device of
Definition 3, exists if and only if there exists:

1) for two device mapping;
2) for all control

mappings;
3) , for all

command mappings;
4)

for all control command or response value
mappings.

Since the real device terms and the common device IID
appeared in map 1) to 4) of Definition 7 exist and have already
been mapped in the cosign dictionary, Definition 7 exists.

Definition 8 (Common-Virtual Device Mapping): Given a
common device of Definition 3 and a virtual device of
Definition 6, exists if and only if there exists:

1) for device mapping;
2) for all control

mappings;

3) for all
control command mappings;

4)
for all control command or response value

mappings.
Since for any device, and mappings of controls,

commands, and values of the device exist, Definition 8 exists.

Definition 9 (Device Transformability Model): Given a real
device , a common device , and a virtual device , the ,

, and are mutually transformable if and only if:
1) exists;
2) exists.
The device transformability model described in Definition 9

ensures in theory that any real device is transformable to a virtual
device, and vice versa.

VI. UIF PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

This sectionwill implement aUIFPrototype, shown in Fig. 10,
to demonstrate the correctness of the designed approach. This
Prototype consists of three nodes of a Provider, a User and a
Collaborator.

In Fig. 10, Provider node consists of components of amapping
editor, shown in Fig. 11, for designing and publishing common
devices to a CDC (shown in the left pane of Fig. 11) and a Device
Server for providing device services and transformation.

Collaborator node consists of components of Virtual Device
Finder, Cosign Dictionary, CDC, and Message Routing. In this
node, Cosign Dictionary (shown in the right pane of Fig. 11) is a
set of signs collaboratively designed by sign designers and
commonly understandable to all. CDC is a catalog storing
publicly accessible common devices in both formats of XPM
and HTML. Message Routing is a tool forwarding messages
between nodes of User and Providers. Device Finder, shown in
Fig. 12, is a tool helping device users to find real devices and
services and create personalized content to device users. User
node only consists of a component of Browser for device users to
access to Internet by using Device Finder. The use result is the
found virtual device, shown in Fig. 13, in which a device user can
interact with a real device to consume desired device service.

Fig. 10. Structure of UIF Prototype.
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VII. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

This section makes an experiment on evaluating whether a
common device is publishing to a semantically proper category
of CDC. Technically, the experiment is to semantically com-
pare the meaning of the category definition of a submitting
term (e.g., “telescope” definition in cosign dictionary or device
user definition) with the meanings of existing CDC category
definitions (e.g., the definitions of “telescopes” category, etc.).
Apparently, we expect to find the comparison result between a
term definition in cosign dictionary (or a user-provided

keyword) and a set of term definitions in CDC, as
follows:

<

where sim is the semantic similarity (also called semantic
relatedness) between the two definitions, and Th is a threshold
to determine whether sim is acceptable for publishing mecha-
nism to publish the common device or retrieving device list for
device users.

Fig. 11. Mapping editor.

Fig. 12. Virtual device finder server page.
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A. Experiment Setting

To make the above required experiment, a dataset for
evaluation comes from the research work of evaluating semantic
relatedness between any two terms [20]. is a tuple of ( , ),
where is a set of items in dictionary, and is a set of synsets for
the items. Each in is a tuple of ( , ). Each in is a subset
of denoted as , where and all in are a synset.
Each can only find one by following function .

is computed from a validation set finding (VSF) algorithm of
[20] by computing the corpus of a bilingual dictionary,WordNet,
and CILIN. The count of is , and the count of is

. Particularly, given device provi-
ders’ common device (device name, device definition) cosign
dictionary, device users’ submitted device search
(device, device description), and category name
and category definition (category, category definition), , ,

as a simulation of term and term definition generation.
The specific experiments are made on a computer with processor
Inter Core i7 central processing unit (CPU) 870 @ 2.93 GHz,
memory 4.0 G, and 32-bit Operating System.

B. Experiment Methods

We set the experiment to find out sim values Th (1) by
employing the existing semantic relatedness methods developed
in the research of [20], shown in Table I.

C. Evaluation Criteria

There are two evaluation criteria, which are time cost and
accuracy rate in the experiments. Time cost is the total computing

time of the semantic relatedness computing procedure, shown
in Fig. 14. Accuracy rate (AR) is the comparison result sim
between term definitions. It requires to be high.

where and are defined in Fig. 14.

VIII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Time Cost

The time cost of nine semantic relatedness methods for
experiments procedure is shown in Fig. 15. Since all
knowledge-based semantic relatedness methods such as

, , , and and
a corpus-based method such as WikiESA for the query experi-
ment are not efficient in the experiments. They are not suggested
to be adopted for the query of semantic relatedness.

B. Accuracy Rate

After filtering out the semantic relatedness methods of ineffi-
ciency, four methods of Lesk, TermVector, WordNetESA, and
STS2008 are retained for further analysis. Fig. 16 shows the
accuracy rates of the four methods, among which the accuracy
rates of Lesk and TermVector are less than 80%.

By analyzing the experimental result of Fig. 16, it is suggested
to adopt the approaches of WordNetECA and STS2008 as the
tools for semantic relatedness query because they have good

Fig. 13. Virtual device control server page.

TABLE I
EXPERIMENT METHODS

Fig. 14. Semantic relatedness computing procedure.

Fig. 15. Time cost of different semantic relatedness methods.
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trade-off of accuracy rate and performance for large scale
queries. This suggestion has been implemented in our design
of common device publishing mechanism.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has resolved a cross-context user interoperability
problem of providing services of heterogeneous IoT devices to
Internet-based device users in various syntactic and semantic
contexts. It has proposed a novel UIF Framework to enable sets
of heterogeneous real devices to be transformable to a set of
common devices and finally to sets of virtual devices that are
personalized to device users’ semantic contexts. The UIF frame-
work adopts a separation strategywhere heterogeneous devices are
separated indifferent devicemodes of real device, commondevice,
and virtual device. This separation allows no need of modifying
the services of existing real devices. The core to this strategy is a
bi-directional transformation chain between real devices, common
devices, and virtual devices, where devices in different forms are
mapped for both syntactic and semantic transformation.

The paper has several contributions as follows.
1) It has described a new UIF to solve the interoperability

problem between a device user of a context and a device of
another context.

2) It has provided a novel device representation method,
which enables a same device working in different contexts.

3) It has proposed a useful device transformability model to
guarantee that any device is both syntactically and seman-
tically transformable between their representations of dif-
ferent contexts.

In addition, the research result of XPM common device
representation can be applied to many other applications. For
example, any systems can use XPM common devices to design
new devices. This will provide device interoperability between
devices. In future, we will plan to launch a third-party platform
to accommodate a CDC, where device providers can submit
their local real devices as common devices for device users to
consume as personalized virtual devices.
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